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Outstanding on all levels,  
Slaughter and May is second to none.
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They are excellent. The support has 
been very good and the quality of 
advice and team are all excellent. 

There is a real sense they are working 
together with us, and you know you 

are getting top-quality service.
Chambers Europe, 2017

Slaughter and May is a leading international 
law firm recognised throughout the world for 
its commercial awareness and commitment to 
its clients. We have a diverse and extensive 
international practice advising on the full 
range of commercial, financing, regulatory and 
other matters.

Our leading Financial Institutions Group is at the 
forefront of helping our clients to navigate the 
many significant transactional, structural and 
regulatory developments that are now taking place 
in the banking, insurance, asset management and 
market infrastructure sectors.

At Slaughter and May, all our lawyers handle a wide 
range of work so that they provide not only a depth 
of legal and regulatory expertise but also a breadth 
of commercial experience, market awareness and 
sound judgement. Lawyers across the firm advise 
the full spectrum of financial institutions.

As a result of this multi‑specialist approach, our 
lawyers understand the commercial, legal and 
regulatory objectives of financial institutions and 
can respond quickly, precisely and practically to 
their needs. Our lawyers are highly regarded for 
their excellence, broad experience and versatility, 
and for their ability to find effective ways to 
address the toughest challenges.

The period of unprecedented regulatory reform, 
seen internationally following the financial crisis, 
has continued apace. Slaughter and May remains 
at the cutting edge, highlighting to our clients the 
strategic implications of the various reforms to 
their businesses, both within the European Union 
and outside it. In addition, we regularly publish 
updates and critical analysis of UK, European 
Union and international regulatory proposals 
and developments.

Our Financial Institutions Group 
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[The firm is] heavily engaged in high‑profile 
European and international cross-border deals 
as a result of its excellent global transactions 
practice in the UK…and benefits from its ‘best 

friends’ network of local firms worldwide
Chambers Global, 2015
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We provide cross‑jurisdictional legal advice 
that genuinely reflects what ‘global’ means for 
our clients.

We develop extensive and meaningful relationships 
with market leading firms from around the world, 
working with them as a single united team.

We work with like‑minded experts in their own 
jurisdictions who have a depth of understanding 
that cannot be replicated, but can be shared.

For the cross‑border concerns of financial 
institutions we build specific teams according to 
individual issues and requirements, putting the 
right minds in the right place at the right time.

In particular, we know and regularly work closely 
in teams with the best financial institutions 
lawyers in Europe and the United States.

We have strong connections in fast developing 
markets, including a long‑standing presence in 
Asia led from our Hong Kong and Beijing offices. 
We also have close working relationships with 
the market leading law firms in South America, 
Africa, and India. Through the expertise of our 
own offices combined with that of market leading 
local law firms, we believe that we can offer the 
most incisive advice available, no matter how 
complicated the cross‑border issue, whilst always 
providing value for money.

A genuinely global service 
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Our key credentials are:

• an understanding of how financial markets work 
and how they are developing

• an appreciation of the key commercial drivers 
and objectives of financial institutions

• a comprehensive knowledge of current 
and likely future regulatory and market 
developments, including unrivalled coverage of 
EU regulatory developments

• an ability to advise quickly and effectively in 
a crisis

• people clients can deal with: commercial 
judgement, sensitivity to the issues, creative 
problem‑solving, and a commitment to deliver.

Some of our most innovative recent work for 
financial institutions includes advising:

• UK Asset Resolution on the sale of Bradford 
& Bingley’s £12 billion legacy mortgage 
business to Prudential plc and Blackstone 
managed funds, and prior to that, on the sale 
of Northern Rock’s £13 billion legacy mortgage 
business to Cerberus Capital Management. 
These sales were the largest to date of 
financial assets by the British Government.

• A number of international banking groups 
on the UK’s new banking structural reforms, 
including the new ring‑fencing regime.

• The first potential private sector purchaser 
of a European Bank in Government hands under 
the Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive.

• Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Greece 
in relation to EUR80 billion loans to Greece by 
EU member states.

• Standard Life on the recommended all‑share 
merger of Standard Life and Aberdeen Asset 
Management plc effected by means of a 
court‑sanctioned scheme of arrangement. 
Prior to this, on Standard Life’s acquisition 
of Ignis Asset Management for £390 million. 
The latter acquisition was the largest in 
the insurer’s 190‑year history and brought 
£245 billion assets under its management.

• Banco Santander on its proposed transaction 
with private equity firms, Warburg Pincus and 
General Atlantic, and Italian Bank, UniCredit, 
to merge Santander Asset Management (SAM) 
with the asset management arm of UniCredit, 
Pioneer Investments and Santander UK plc’s 
subsequent repurchase of Warburg Pincus and 
General Atlantic’s investment into SAM.

• Ahli United Bank, a leading Bahrain Bank with 
operations in the Middle East and UK, on the 
issue of US$400 million 6.875% Perpetual Tier 1 
capital securities. This was the first issuance of 
Basel III‑compliant Tier 1 securities.

• Standard Chartered plc on its ground‑breaking 
£3.3 billion rights issue and launch of the 
first‑ever Indian depository receipt offer. 
Standard Chartered became the first overseas 
company to gain a primary listing in India.

• China Re on the US$2 billion global offering 
and listing of shares on the Hong Kong Stock 
Exchange, one of the largest Hong Kong IPOs 
in 2015.

The quality of the advice you get, the timeliness, the 
commerciality and the fact that they are pragmatic and 

solution-driven make them outstanding.
Chambers Europe, 2017

Our key credentials 
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Our work for financial institutions includes:

Investment banks and corporate finance
We advise a wide range of investment banks, 
brokers, private equity funds and investment 
managers and advisers on the full range 
of mergers and acquisitions and corporate 
finance transactions, as well as strategic issues 
relating to the structure and conduct of their 
regulated businesses.

Banking
We act for a number of banks on a broad range 
of legal and regulatory issues, including mergers 
and acquisitions, joint ventures, recovery and 
resolution planning, capital raising, including 
complex regulatory capital issues, corporate 
restructurings and debt facilities. We also have 
a formidable reputation for handling all types 
of banking litigation, however complex, both 
domestic and international.

Insurance and reinsurance
Our lawyers provide an impressive blend of legal, 
regulatory and tax expertise in the insurance 
field. They handle many of the largest and most 
innovative mergers and acquisitions and other 
transactions in the sector and advise on the 
implications of significant regulatory developments. 
In addition, our dispute resolution lawyers have 
expertise in substantial and complex insurance and 
reinsurance litigation, often with an international 
element. We have also been active in providing 
advice to Lloyd’s of London clients over many years.

Capital markets and derivatives
We advise financial institutions on all aspects of 
the raising of finance in the international capital 
markets, acting for issuers, managers and trustees 
on issues of debt and equity securities. We have 
renowned expertise on regulatory capital matters. 
We also work on the most difficult, demanding and 
innovative derivatives deals.

Investment funds and asset management
We have acted for a significant number of fund 
managers on the establishment, restructuring 
and sale of fund management businesses. We 
have extensive experience of advising on the 
establishment and promotion of funds in the major 
fund jurisdictions and also advise on the regulation 
and reorganisation of investment funds of all types.

Financial market infrastructure
We are active in advising clients on the challenges 
and opportunities arising from reforms to the 
regulation of financial market infrastructure, 
including the implications of the European Market 
Infrastructure Regulation and the drivers of 
attempts at further consolidation among exchanges 
and clearing systems.

New product distribution and outsourcing
We have a high level of expertise in relation to the 
legal and regulatory issues arising out of product 
distribution and outsourcing and, in particular, 
the use of new IT platforms, e‑communications 
and mobile technologies to market, distribute and 
administer new and existing products.

Regulatory investigations and inquiries
We have acted for financial institutions requiring 
knowledge of financial services regulation for 
many years. Our experience of complex regulatory 
investigations and contentious matters, and our 
long‑standing understanding of the regulators’ 
approach, has enabled us to achieve strategically and 
commercially pragmatic outcomes for our clients.

The growing Fintech sector
We have been supporting Fintech businesses 
from the early development of e‑money and 
online payment services, through the rapidly 
growing Fintech sector, and their development 
of innovative technology‑based financial services 
and products. These include mobile payment and 
e‑wallet products, global electronic payment 
platforms, and peer to peer platforms.

Our work 
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A top‑tier law firm –  
I have not come across 

anyone better.
Chambers Europe, 2017

An outstanding firm. Their 
technical ability continues 
to be a differentiator in 

our industry, and they are 
incredibly responsive and 

very pragmatic.
Chambers UK, 2017
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United Kingdom
HM Treasury, UK Financial Investments, and UK Asset 

Resolution Ltd throughout and following the financial crisis, 
including in relation to the recent sales by UKAR of Northern 

Rock and Bradford & Bingley’s £13 and £12 billion legacy 
mortgage businesses.

Standard Life on the recommended all‑share merger of 
Standard Life and Aberdeen Asset Management plc effected 

by means of a court‑sanctioned scheme of arrangement.

A number of international banking groups on the UK’s 
banking structural reform.

SVG Capital in connection with HarbourVest Structured 
Solutions III’s takeover offer and acquisition of SVG Capital 

for c.£807 million.

United States
Assurant, the US global insurer, on the acquisition 

of Lifestyle Services Group, a  
mobile device insurance provider, from Phones 4U 

for £107 million.

NYSE Euronext in relation to its acquisition by 
Intercontinental Exchange (ICE).

Santander UK Group Holdings in relation to the 
issue of US$1.5 billion notes under its SEC registered 

US shelf facility.

UK and EU
Stripe, Inc., the US‑based 
online payment services 

provider, in relation to its UK 
and EU expansion.

This map highlights some of our recent work for financial institutions 
across multiple jurisdictions. We also have wide ranging experience 
outside these jurisdictions and can assist clients in locating and 
choosing appropriate counsel wherever necessary.

Canada
Standard Life plc on the disposal of its 

Canadian business to the Manufacturers 
Life Insurance Company and subsequent 

share scheme returning approximately £1.75 
billion to shareholders.

Latin America and Europe
Banco Santander on the proposed 

transaction with UniCredit to merge 
Santander Asset Management and Pioneer 

Investments, and create a leading asset 
manager across Latin America and Europe.

Argentina, China, Cyprus, India 
and Mauritius

Moody’s Corporation on its acquisition of a 
majority stake in Copal Partners’ group of 

companies.

Africa
Central Bank of Egypt on its  

US$2 billion repurchase transaction with 
a consortium of international banks.

Atlas Mara on its subscription for shares 
in Banque Populaire du Rwanda (BPR) 

and the subsequent merger of BRD 
Commercial Bank Ltd with BPR.

Nedbank on its US$493.4 million 
subscription for a 20% shareholding in 

Ecobank Transnational Incorporated, 
operating in 36 African countries, 

including Nigeria, Ghana and 
Ivory Coast.

European Investment Bank, African 
Development Bank and a syndicate 

of banks on the US$2.6 billion debt 
package in relation to the financing 

of the Egyptian Refinery Company’s 
Mostorod oil refinery project.

UK, Cayman Islands, Channel Islands, 
Luxembourg, US

Standard Life plc on the acquisition by its global 
investment management business of Ignis Asset 

Management for £390 million.

Our global reach 
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Africa
Central Bank of Egypt on its  

US$2 billion repurchase transaction with 
a consortium of international banks.

Atlas Mara on its subscription for shares 
in Banque Populaire du Rwanda (BPR) 

and the subsequent merger of BRD 
Commercial Bank Ltd with BPR.

Nedbank on its US$493.4 million 
subscription for a 20% shareholding in 

Ecobank Transnational Incorporated, 
operating in 36 African countries, 

including Nigeria, Ghana and 
Ivory Coast.

European Investment Bank, African 
Development Bank and a syndicate 

of banks on the US$2.6 billion debt 
package in relation to the financing 

of the Egyptian Refinery Company’s 
Mostorod oil refinery project.

Hong Kong
China Re on the US$2 billion global offering 

and listing of shares on the Hong Kong 
Stock Exchange.

Hong Kong Monetary Authority on the 
establishment of the Hong Kong Government’s 

HK$100 billion retail bond issuance 
programme and the issuance of HK$30 billion 

inflation‑linked ‘iBonds’.

Union Bancaire Privée on its acquisition of Coutts 
& Co.’s Hong Kong banking and wealth management 

business from RBS.

Hong Kong, China, India, Australia, Taiwan, 
Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia

CIMB Group on the acquisition of Asian businesses 
from RBS.

Sweden
China Construction Bank (London) and its parent 

company, China Construction Bank, in connection with 
a US$200 million acquisition finance facility for Geely 

Sweden AB, a subsidiary of Zhejiang Geely Holding Group, 
the largest private car‑marker in the PRC.

China, UK
Fidelity China Special Situations, an investment 

trust, on its admission to listing of the Official List 
on the UK Listing Authority and on its subsequent 

share issue.

China, Hong Kong
The joint global co-ordinators for New China Life 

Insurance Company on the US$1.9 billion global 
offering and listing of shares on the Hong Kong and 

Shanghai Stock Exchanges.

Australia
Westpac Banking Corporation and its group members 
on financing transactions, particularly in debt capital 

markets.

Australia, US, UK, Jersey
Fosse Master Issuer and Santander UK on the issue 

of notes amounting to approximately £2.5 billion and 
comprising Euro, Dollar, Sterling, Australian Dollar and 

Japanese Yen currencies.

India
Standard Chartered plc on its 

ground‑Abreaking £3.3 billion rights 
issue and launch of the first‑ever Indian 

depositary receipt offer.

Ratnakar Bank Ltd, one of India’s fastest 
growing private sector banks, on English 

law aspects of its acquisition of RBS’s 
Indian business banking, credit card, and 

mortgage businesses.

Asia
Allianz on a 10‑year exclusive bancassurance 

distribution agreement with HSBC for life  
insurance in Asia.

Oversea-Chinese Banking Corporation (OCBC), 
the second largest financial services group in 

South East Asia by assets, on its US$4.95 billion 
acquisition of Wing Hang Bank.

South Africa, UK, Mauritius
Investec Asset Management 

on an agreement with its 
senior management, and 

related finance, to acquire a 
15% shareholding in the firm.

Europe
RSA on the sale of four operations in Poland and the 

Baltics for a total of EUR360 million.

Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Greece on 
the provision of EUR80 billion loans to Greece by EU 

member states.

GE Capital on the IPO of a leading Czech retail and  
SME bank, Moneta Bank, on the Prague Stock Exchange.

Central Bank of Cyprus on the resolution and  
bail‑in of the Bank of Cyprus and Laiki Bank.

Direct Line Group on the sale of its international 
division, comprising its German and Italian operations, 

to Spanish insurance company, Mapfre.

Ministry of Finance of Portugal on the EUR6 billion 
recapitalisation and restructuring of the Portuguese 

banking sector.

Japan
FWD Group on its £278 million  

acquisition of AIG Fuji Life  
Insurance Company in Japan. 
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Slaughter and May is one of the most 
famous names in the UK, as much 

for its unique corporate culture and 
strategy as for its work…[it] has 
strength across the board in the 

financial and corporate space
IFLR1000, 2015

Our reputation 

Leading London law firm in the field of mergers 
and acquisitions, insurance, banking, financial 
regulation, equity and debt capital markets, 
structured finance, securitisation, and derivatives 
Chambers UK 2017, Legal 500 UK 2016, 
IFLR 1000 UK, 2017

The leading law firm for the largest UK public 
companies (acting for more FTSE 100 and FTSE 250 
companies than any other law firm) 
Corporate Advisers Rankings Guide, February 2017

Law Firm of the Year 
Financial News Legal Services Awards 2017

Innovation in Legal Expertise: M&A  
FT Innovative Lawyers Awards 2016

Top law firm (quality of advice, service delivery, 
communication and responsiveness, and 
partner contact) 
Legal Week Best Legal Advisors survey, 2015

Legal Advisor of the Year – UK 
Mergermarket European M&A Awards 2015

M&A Team of the Year 
Financial News Awards for Excellence in 
Legal Services 2015

Financial Regulation Law Firm of the Year – 
UK Lawyer Monthly – Legal Awards 2015

Leading International Law Firm – India 
Indian Business Law Journal: 2015 Survey

M&A Deal of the Year – OCBC’s takeover of 
Wing Hang Bank 
IFLR Asia Awards 2015

Fund Management Practice of the Year – Hong Kong 
International Finance Awards 2014

Finance Team of the Year 
The Lawyer Awards, 2013

Diversity Law Firm of the Year 
ACQ International Global Awards, 2013
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Robert Innes
T +44 (0)20 7090 5279 
E robert.innes@slaughterandmay.com

Nicholas Pacheco
T +44 (0)20 7090 3149 
E nicholas.pacheco@slaughterandmay.com

Craig Cleaver
T +44 (0)20 7090 3013 
E craig.cleaver@slaughterandmay.com

Roland Turnill
T  +44 (0)20 7090 3040 
E  roland.turnill@slaughterandmay.com

Richard Smith
T  +44 (0)20 7090 3386 
E  richard.smith@slaughterandmay.com

Nilufer von Bismarck
T  +44 (0)20 7090 3186 
E  nilufer.vonbismarck@slaughterandmay.com

Andy Ryde
T +44 (0)20 7090 3480 
E andy.ryde@slaughterandmay.com

Corporate

Insurance

Robert Chaplin
T +44 (0)20 7090 3202 
E robert.chaplin@slaughterandmay.com

Paul Dickson
T +44 (0)20 7090 3424 
E paul.dickson@slaughterandmay.com

Robin Ogle
T +44 (0)20 7090 3118 
E robin.ogle@slaughterandmay.com

Investment funds and asset management

Key contacts 

For further information, please contact your usual Slaughter and May contact, or any 
of the following:

Jonathan Marks
T +44 (0)20 7090 3056 
E jonathan.marks@slaughterandmay.com

Victoria MacDuff
T +44 (0)20 7090 3104 
E victoria.macduff@slaughterandmay.com

mailto:craig.cleaver@slaughterandmay.com
mailto:jonathan.marks@slaughterandmay.com
mailto:oliver.wareham@slaughterandmay.com
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Jan Putnis
T  +44 (0)20 7090 3211 
E  jan.putnis@slaughterandmay.com

Peter Lake
T  +852 2901 7235 
E  peter.lake@slaughterandmay.com

Lisa Chung
T  +852 9162 0836 
E  lisa.chung@slaughterandmay.com

Peter Brien
T  +852 2901 7206 
E  peter.brien@slaughterandmay.com

Asia

Oliver Wicker
T  +44 (0)20 7090 3995 
E  oliver.wicker@slaughterandmay.com

Edward Fife
T  +44 (0)20 7090 3662 
E  edward.fife@slaughterandmay.com

Guy O’Keefe
T  +44 (0)20 7090 3299 
E  guy.o’keefe@slaughterandmay.com

Oliver Storey
T  +44 (0)20 7090 3987 
E  oliver.storey@slaughterandmay.com

Financing and derivatives

Ben Kingsley
T  +44 (0)20 7090 3169 
E  ben.kingsley@slaughterandmay.com

Nick Bonsall
T  +44 (0)20 7090 4276 
E  nick.bonsall@slaughterandmay.com

Financial regulatory

Slaughters provide an excellent level of service. They are very 
responsive, proactive and technically very strong. There is good input 

on transactions from all levels – partners, associates and trainees.
IFLR 1000 UK, 2017
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